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Friends of the Jesus-Revelation through the writing-servant and writing-prophet Jakob
Lorber feel connected to all the people of the world as creatures and children of one and
the same Father. This heavenly Father embodied Himself in Jesus Christ 2,000 years ago
[25-28 AD.] All spirit-friends of the Jesus-Revelation recognize in this eternal Revelation
a new and great Word of God and strive to come to a mutual joyful exchange.
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The CROWN on the world's works
The Corona fire
The corona fire [virus] circulates like a running "fire" all over the Earth and spreads
very quickly. All people are physically fixated on this virus, small, but dangerously
groundbreaking by humanity, where it can find victims who are sensitive to it. The
virus likes to settle in the lungs. There are two variants, the mild and the aggressive.
If you are old and have little resistance, you can die from pneumonia. In the world of
analogies, the organ lungs correspond to the air, in Hebrew: "Ruach" = Spirit.
Jakob Lorber tells through the Lord in the book of Sermons, that people should wake
up and become more aware and treat each other more peacefully. This requires
insights. By reading or studying the literature of e.g Swedenborg, Jakob Lorber and
related writings, this can be clarified a bit faster:"To bring people to this general
understanding and so that they do not lack the opportunity to keep even the smallest
spark of their better self alive, all preparations have long been made. For some time
now all worldly events, as well as the fate of each person, have been prepared from
the ground so that My word will be taken up where it has found little or no hearing
and its almighty development like a mustard seed will start. [Sermons-52: 22]
But instead of sowing spiritually [bringing it to the spiritual bank!], The world prefers to
deal with “valid seed of non-organically grown seed!” I do not mean the physiological
[earthy] garden, but the spiritual [ heavenly] garden of man. There has been wrong
sowing in both matter and spirit. That spreads very quickly among people, anywhere
in the world.

Recently we read the following article in the Media: Chamutal Shabtai, a psychiatrist
and daughter of the famous Israeli writer Ya'akov Shabtai wrote a fictional scenario in
1986-87 about a virus that would kill thousands of people around the world.
In 1994, her screenplay was published as a 600-page book entitled 2020. The year
2020 was recorded in small letters by Shabtai as the moment when the world would
suffer from this plague. At the time, it seemed like a distant future. The author tried to
assure her readers that the virus will attack, but 2020 is far away.
In the book, she writes that the world is divided into two parts: healthy people and
sick or risky people. There will be a list of people who are at risk or already sick, who
will be locked up and kept isolated.
In her book, Shabtai describes how the world is governed by a totalitarian system, a
global health dictatorship. People are examined daily in schools, kindergartens,
supermarkets and companies everywhere. Access to all public places is through
biometric doors. When people glow blue on the screen, they are immediately taken to
closed isolation centers. The book also predicts that people do not shake hands and
that any touch or human contact can lead to death. There will also be a World Health
Treaty that obliges everyone to obey their laws.
There is another author, Shlomit Miron, who wrote a book called Moratorium that she
wrote about 5 years ago. It describes a virus that bats carry that comes from Asia
and will destroy humanity.
Social networks also point to the French-Jewish prophet, astrologer and poet Michel
Nostradamus, who predicted in the 16th century that "Several cities in Italy and
France would be hit by a deadly epidemic". In a poem he wrote in 1555,
Nostradamus warned of an outbreak that would hit several cities in Italy and will
spread and destroy many other places. A book predicted the coronavirus 40 years
ago: www.dotcomnieuws.com
https://www.dotcomnieuws.com/corona/40jaar-geleden-een-boek-al-het-corona-virus/
What was striking in recent months, before there was even talk of this 'virus', that it
now kills more than the SARS virus in 2003. In October of 2019, it already started.
Strange things started to happen all over the world. The huge forest fires in Australia
with the size of a country like the Netherlands. Giant swarms of grasshoppers
devastating millions of acres of crops in East Africa and they even reached the
Chinese border. Unusual storms confuse the meteorologists. Earthquakes and
volcanic activities are increasing here and there ...
In connection with this, I read the following quote in Jacob Lorber and in Isaiah 2:11:
"For, all high eyes (pride to rule) will be humiliated and all high lords will have to bow
down because in that time only the Lord will be high and continue eternally forever
and ever! (Isaiah 2:11). Yes, then also, one will go into the rocky caverns and in the
canyons of the Earth (hidden places of the mammon), and this out of fear for the Lord
and for His lovely majesty (the light of the eternal truth), when He will prepare Himself

to frighten the Earth (punishments). Yes, in that time everyone will throw away his
silver and golden idol statues in the holes of the moles and the bats."
Because of a bat, the whole world has to pay its own gold by a world epidemic
caused by a bat, and for a large part the economy, comes to a standstill which costs
a lot of money. The 'dragon' does its work [the bat is related to the dragon]… and it
mirrors much of humanity.
Jesus says: “ Well, here you have now easier to understand whole explanation of the
second chapter of the prophet Isaiah! The last verses you easily can explain
yourselves, once you have well understood the meaning of the first ones. But I tell
you that it really will happen within a short time and then again entirely after about
1.900 years, because when the man will have been given complete freedom of will.
[Note: World War I began about 1900 years ago!] For if man is to be left free to
freedom of will, then in My decree there is no other way to successfully counteract
from time to time the human laziness than only this one because that laziness is the
root of all sins and vices!.”
Jesus says further; “ Now this will produce less joy in you, and even less for the
future nations when this message will be given to them again in their great misery
and during the time when one nation will rise against the other to destroy it… But tell
Me now how you have understood this very important matter. I say ‘very important’
because as My future followers I want to especially emphasize that you and your
disciples should guard yourselves against laziness. Now speak about the spirit that
you have met in Isaiah.
The disciples and also the others who were present said unanimously: “The disciples
said to Jesus, "We, as Your chosen disciples, will certainly do our utmost to make the
people according to Your counsel act properly and to inspire and encourage them.
Whether they will pay attention to this in their descendants in time is of course a very
important other question! But then You yourself will let everything happen the way it
is most suitable for the good of the people, be it wars, epidemics, expensive times,
famine or peace, health and blessed fruitful years and times! " [GGJ7-174]

Finally:
CORONAVIRUS is a direct ancestor of the SARS virus. Antibodies to SARS in the
blood were also found in people living near caves. The type of coronavirus was found
to be related to the genus of bats. And where the diversity of bats was greatest, the
diversity of coronaviruses was also the greatest.
It is known that bats can also carry other dangerous viruses, such as Ebola, Marburg
and Nipah. When bats become stressed, they can suddenly excrete a lot of virus
particles. Such a moment of stress can arise when bats wake up from hibernation
and their bodies have to come back into action after months.
Bats that are prey to a fungal disease (known as a white-nose syndrome) will excrete
more virus particles [hence apparently a nose course as one of these characteristics!
Two years ago, American researchers found that bats with a fungal infection had 60
times more coronavirus particles in their intestinal tract than uninfected conspecifics.
Keeping bats captive also increases stress, with additional virus risk.

From various parts of the world we received from bulletin readers - mainly from the
group of the Jakob-Lorber Readers - interesting information about the Coronavirus,
related to the "New Words" and the Bible, which they have written about it.
Tommy Rasmussen [T.R.] from Germany referred to a Lorber text:… The Lord:… “I
will let one accident after another happen; because of this they get all kinds of
worries and fear, they start to think, search and ask why that they are now being
attacked from all sides, while they have never wronged anyone and have always
lived as decent, proper people! "
T.R. then points us to the "night preaching" of Jesus. The complete text can be read
in GGJ1-219: 3 to chapter 221: 25. "The people must be driven into occupation by distress
and imprinting of all kinds, otherwise they would become slow oxen! ..." So far his
[shortened] message.
Editor: What is striking in this text: "ACCIDENT". In this context, could Coronavirus as an
escaped virus from a laboratory have already made its rounds? Is it not a coincidence that this

laboratory in China is investigating the deadliest viruses on Earth and is only a few kilometers
from the city of Wuhan ?!
These obstacles, according to Lorber, are necessary for both the good and the bad; "Because it
makes the good more lively and the bad are finally awakened by the good". [Household. of God,
part 2-121: 14-23]

In this bulletin, we will not discuss the different features of the coronavirus and the flu
in more detail. There is more than enough to consult the internet or to follow the
media.
Ron Yates from Australia sent us the following message: Some important features
suffice with, as is well known:
• Dry rough cough [dry feeling in the throat]
• The virus travels through the airways and settles in the lungs
• The lungs can inflame with reduced resistance
• This results in very difficult breathing
• Very severe fatigue and barbed wire sensation on the chest
• Terrible migraine attacks, nausea, vomiting, insomnia
• People who survive the virus describe this as "hell"

The coronavirus

The lab is located about 20 miles from the Hunan Seafood Market, reports from
China say it may have been the origin of the virus. Chinese authorities still say they
do not know the origin of the coronavirus. The editorial advises drinking a lot of hot
ginger tea in alternation with sage and Rosehip tea in combination with hot broth
soup; a lot in the daylight and therefore regularly walking [moving] in the [fresh] air.
Keep an appropriate distance from each other in the audience with a distance of 150
cm. In my opinion, this distance is too short. This does not apply to family members,
because they have the same "bacteria".
Heat may kill the coronavirus. Naturally, with due observance of strict hygiene, such
as the regular cleaning of toilet buttons and toilet seats, door handles, car steering
wheel, also the handles of the car doors, the keyboard; wear plastic gloves when
refueling! Go as little as possible to public places, including shops, because this is
where the risk of contamination is greatest.

A beautiful and clear text, which could apply here: "Go, My people, enter your rooms,
close your doors behind you. Hide for a moment until the wrath is over! "[Isaiah
26:20] However, this quote may also apply to upcoming judgments.
In January I myself received a pervasive dream. In the dream, I dreamed [double
clue!] That I said to someone [in] the following: "I saw a divine person, wearing a
golden crown and gold bracelets, and He said to me:" You! An important event will
take place soon!
"At first I did not understand that dream, but apparently it was a reference to this
pandemic.
Leviticus 13:46 clearly describes that an "infected" sick person must live in isolation
[quarantine]. We should always wash [to cleanse] our hands and it would be better to
clean our "actions" with humility. "Cleanse the hands, you sinners, and purify the hearts, you
double-hearted!" [James 4: 8]
Grasshoppers have recently preceded us in East Africa [Kenya] - a real plague,
similar to that of Egypt in the time of the Pharaohs. Shortly afterward a serious
pandemic, which is in control of the entire Earth globe.
"If I shut up heaven that there be no rain, or if I command the grasshopper to
consume the land, or if I send a plague among My people; And my people, whom my
name is called, humble and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their evil ways; so
will I hear from heaven, and forgive their sins, and heal their land. "[2 Chron. 7: 13-14]
So is the Coronavirus a "plague," like the plagues in Egypt, to make people repent?
Or have people caused this themselves and is it not stopped by the Deity?
A plaque can be compared to a targeted one. After all, it is necessary to "focus" on
the circumstances and on the legislator. Therefore, according to Jakob Lorber, every
law is also a "targeted" one. Laws restrict us in freedom.
If people "tease" each other in any form, it is the same [ with another word for it] as
"bully". Teasing or plague means “to separate” in Hebrew! [such as "cutting off]. If
we look at this matter from our spiritual eye, we see a negative fluid with the smallest
particles of the soul bundled together, whose mental state settles in some cell.
Consider, for example, the appearance of a hundred fruit flies, which just appear out
of nowhere, is a form of dematerialization. Thus, negative viruses can suddenly
manifest, multiply, and spread in large numbers. Will this pandemic bring mankind to
spiritual repentance?
We received a message from several Lorber readers about the "predicted"
Coronavirus. "Predicted" is specifically enclosed in quotation marks here because
nothing can be "predicted", but we can derive certain patterns from it, such as by
analogy.
My friend Helmut from Austria - coincidentally together with yet another Lorber reader
- sent us this text content with a curious message, which we would like to publish to
the readers because of the interesting content. His wife handed him a newspaper

and he actually flipped through it, but then he caught sight of the headline: "an eerie
prediction about the COVID-19 Virus in the year 1981.
Here a passage from this book: "Around 2020 a dangerous pneumatic with a related
disease [lung disease] will spread all over the Earth. It will attack the lungs and
bronchi and resist all known regular treatment methods. It will, as it came, also
disappear so suddenly. But ten years later it will go around once more and then it will
disappear forever. "[A message about this Coronavirus was predicted from Dean Koontz's
published book" The Eyes of Darkness. "]

"A mother trying to find out what happened to her son after he mysteriously
disappeared at a camping site." Then came the news that the boy - more precisely in Wuhan - is being held, where a deadly virus breaks out ...A further passage from
the book describes a virus called "Wuhan-400" that was developed in the RDNA
laboratory outside the city of Wuhan, and it was the 400th living stem cell from
artificial microorganisms that was "created" ...
Here's another curious passage from this book: "They call that stuff" WUHAN-400,
"because it's being developed from man-made microorganisms in the world's largest
laboratory in the city of Wuhan. The "Wuhan-400" is a perfect weapon and only
infects people. No other organism can carry that within itself.

Het coronavirus in beeld: bron: https://www.shutterstock.com/nl/search/coronavirus

Editorial: On the Internet, we find interesting information about this in the comments.
That "stuff" would first have been called GORKI-400, but around 1990 - after the end
of the cold war, it was renamed "Wuhan-400." So here by chance, but not as
"coincidence" without any evidential value. However, the word GOR can also be
written as KOR or COR, because in the old languages these letters come under one
sound.
Friend Helmut writes: "The author has written this book as a crime novel and thriller,
but by no means as a revelation. Friends of the Lorber scriptures, which the Lord has

given us for this end time, also know that nothing can ever appear on our Earth
without any spiritual background. "
"In this case, could the spirit world not have influenced the choice of words in this
book, but with the author completely unconsciously? We may and must not expect
the enemy from the air from the breadth of world space; mankind itself creates this
negative influence through its wicked material way of life. Will the world understand
and adhere to this admonition or say, "further than hitherto? Most likely! "So far this
message.
The word Corona contains three and two syllables: CO RO NA and COR ONA. [One]
[Hearts one or hearts Ace - the symbolic map of "new" love and a new beginning!] The Latin name for "heart" is COR.
Curiously, the Netherlands has only one province, where most Coronaviruses
have emerged. It will soon be teeming with 5G antennas in the province of
Brabant: 'Every 150 meters, one will be needed in 2020'….
The people in South-East Netherlands have cought the coronavirus through an
annual festive tradition: KAR-NA-VAL. [The C or the K and the sound A or O of your
choice is identical here. [Carnival literally means: "the FALL of the body or flesh!"]….
Do we keep cordially in touch with one another? [Heart is for!] - Lungs = contact,
communication!
Lorber says through the Lord: "If we keep in peaceful contact with each other, we will
not infect each other with anything." Then all viruses or natural disasters stay away!
...
But what is the current state of humanity? Materially fantastic, hugely amazing, but
mentally? ...
According to Jakob Lorber, the earth is in great danger. Her enemy has reached
a short-term playing room and is now laughing at the dissension in the hearts of the
people! But it cannot be otherwise now; for if the sieve were not turned and shaken
terribly, the chaff would never come loose from the wheat. Or if the air is full of bad
vapors, so that all life is in danger and the light can no longer penetrate through the
dark mass, then a gentle evening wind is no longer suitable for purifying that air, but
then hurricanes must come and flaming lightnings, so that the evil spirits bow to it ...
[Gifts of Heaven, Part 3]

Evil has already been done. For the time being, we all need to keep [forced]
"distance" from one another and communicate with each other in this way and stay in
our own homes. In other words: "According to Lorber, we are now forced to stay"
indoors "in our own chambers of hearts and listen to our inner voice. Here Isaiah
26:20 comes into its own. We should seek our inner self and communicate from
there. Not only in a material sense, but certainly in a spiritual, religious or religious
sense. That is lacking in these times.
Religion means "reconnecting", because re = again and "ligi" is "connecting".
Mankind will in the future be able to connect in a different way and in another way
than just to talk about small talk! If that does not happen in the future- in this periodthat the humanity have to “remodel”.

'At first, only a small "shifting" takes place; Also the "good" will be "taken". If we read
the Bible and read about the ten plagues of Egypt, it apparently has a great affinity.
We received the following message from a publishing house from Germany, a small
part of this is included here: "Wuhan in China has become very rich thanks to the
main car suppliers. The Fifth generation mobile phones (5G) were introduced to meet
the industry demands, many people suddenly experienced flu-like symptoms, usually
with shortness of breath. This short breath flu has been assigned to the coronavirus
and it is now easy to test.
"In short, the 5G radiation is said to be the real cause of the corona epidemic. This
theory, like the coronavirus, spreads rapidly all over the world. Nobody had made that
connection recently. However, these messages sound ominous and prove experienced in practice - the “real cause” of the corona epidemic, which however also
underlies a completely different [spiritual] reason. Why is it that countries such as
Greenland and Africa do not yet have a corona virus? They don't know G5 networks
there! Free from electric smog .. And how can the coronavirus just break out on a
cruise ship? No one came on board infected. The cruise ship was loaded with large
G5 networks. Electric cables and electricity everywhere, to provide guests with fast
internet. In addition to the publishing house, a colleague from the medical profession
also told this to us.
That this is really the case, Jakob Lorber confirms this through the Lord from the
book "Earth":… "If corn and grain fields suddenly burn, it is the result of possession
by [such] evil spirits, who then materialize. Not infrequently such demons also throw
themselves on all kinds of animals; contagious diseases will soon appear among the
animals, even the fish in the water will not be spared from that. Similarly, the real
plague, like other epidemic diseases at humans, is usually a result of such evil
spirits taking hold of human bodies and destroying them in some way. It would
then easily be possible for natural death to occur if such special means were not
quickly used in My name, for which these demons must yield. Now you already know
a lot about these spirits, whether they are good or evil and where they are going and
how. So that you may also see clearly how such spirits can be banished with their
intelligence in the apparently dead matter and how they possess it in a certain
demonic way ... "[Earth and Moon, chap. 31]
"However, where new associations would be formed for such entertainment
purposes, [Red. E.g. carnival!] I just say: they will not exist for too long under any
statutes. [Red. E.g cinemas, sporting events] For I am at the door and overloaded with all
kinds of statutes for such associations and will send an angel forward to Me [Michael]
who will announce My coming and the Earth will clear me a sharp sickle from the
weeds that has always hindered the free growth of My wheat. And this angel will also
have a large censer, and make a terrible smoke all over the Earth so that all plague
[Red. Here is meant the spiritual plague!] must perish. - Understand what is meant by the
"sickle" and the "smoking barrel"! Namely, those who have no wisdom should know
that the sickle means the "sword" and the censer the "sharp gun".
"Behold, with such statutes, I will soon and immediately overtake the world because
of its entertainment associations and many others, because of ailments caused by it.

My angel with the sickle and the smoking vessel, however, will spare the houses of
those who anointed the doorposts of their house with the word of My love and My
compassion. For My word is a great grace to him that receives it, and is a good
anointing oil to the posts of the door. The angel will test at the door if she creaks at
the posts. Where it creaks, the angel will knock the house to the ground. Where the
door opens softly, the house will be cleansed for this reason ": [Note. Compare the angel
of death in Egypt at the doorposts - Exodus 12:23]

"When I come, I will come as a thief and sneak into the house in silence. Therefore,
all doorposts must also be well lubricated. Because where the door creaks, I don't go
in there. [The Lord emphasizes here, that the heart is the door!] - If [that heart], which
will be inevitably revealed with My coming, full of fear, impatience, fear and infidelity,
unfaithfulness and discord and more of such vices, - listen, there the 'Thief' will
immediately leave and does not enter through such a neglected door! - And even
less will He ever go there again as the great Bringer of Eternal Life! "[Gifts from Heaven,
Part 1, Pages 171: 13-15]

"Verily, verily, with fire and sword, I will visit the cities, the dwellings of the
devils and their servants. I will pour out great duration, hunger and plague, and
will send great waters over the usury-rich land. That is a very valid prophecy!
[Gifts from Heaven, Part 2, p. 403: 3]

"Behold, it has always been so and always will be that the material foodstuffs keep
pace with the spiritual. - The Israelites were often punished with crop failure, inflation,
famine and pestilence when their hearts and spirits turned away from Me and turned
to other gods [the cultural material wealth!]. In today's idolatrous countries, there is more
or less poverty [including spiritual poverty!] and plague. Why then? Because of the
absence of My spirit! [Gifts from Heaven, Part 2, p. 456: 2]
The plague is an infectious disease that was frequent, epidemic and even pandemic
in Europe from 14th to the 19th century, causing enormous numbers of victims. The
disease is caused by the bacteria Yersinia pestis, also known as plague bacilli. The
most common types of plague are bubonic plague and pneumonic plague. It is
estimated that by the Black Death of 1347-1351, a third of all Europeans, at the time
several tens of millions, lost their lives.

"Behold, there will now come times when great distress and adversity will reign. War,
hunger and plague will come. But those who cling to Me and whom I call Mine have
nothing to fear from all of this. For where My blessing reigns, the wrath of hell cannot
scatter the seeds of all kinds of plague, and its poisonous breath cannot destroy the
trees that I have planted. But the trees of the world and all the institutions that the
world has hitherto established for its supposed peace and carelessness will soon be
shipwrecked. The commanders of the Earth [the presidents] will realize that I am still
the Lord and I will cut all their accounts! [Gifts from Heaven, Part 2, p. 527: 7.8]
'Only if such gross offenses against the order begin to emerge among the evolving
people that this would seriously jeopardize the intended absolute freedom of life,
should we here and there only cause minor, but only frightening judgments. such as
wars, expensive times, hunger and plague. But each of these judgments should
never affect more than a tenth of the people, [Red. That is, out of the seven billion people
here, this means seven million people!] because with a stronger sentence, it would all too
easily get the effect of a real death sentence. "[Heaven and Hell, Part 1, chap. 95: 10]
“ There will be large separate wars among the nations and one nation will attack the other; there will
also be high inflation and all kinds of pestilence illnesses will arise, as it has not yet occurred
among mankind. Also large earthquakes will take place in advance so that the people can admonish
themselves to atonement and loving actions. Good for them who will do accordingly! ’ [GGJ6-174:5]
But many will not take any note of it and will ascribe everything to the blind forces of nature, and the
foretellers will be scolded swindlers and many will be thrown into the dungeon for the sake of My
name, and under great threats of punishment, they will be prohibited to speak in My name and to

announce the coming judgment. Who will not do the will of the great whore of Babel, will be in big
trouble. ’ [GGJ6-174:6]
But all this must take place about seven-hundred years before the judgment so that in the end
nobody can say, that he was not warned sufficiently. From now [2026]not fully 2000 years will pass;
and this will be apparently a youngest but at the same time also last judgment on this earth. ’ [GGJ6174:7]

Jesus said to His disciples about the deforestation of the Earth, when He walked with
them through the primeval forests of Samaria about 2000 years ago :As long as such
forests on Earth exist in sufficient numbers and the nature spirits which continuously come down from
all the stars to the Earth and those that are climbing up from the Earth while they are developing
themselves, can be taken up in such forests where they can find their well-ordered accommodation,
then you will not see all too heavy stormy natural disasters and all kinds of epidemical diseases to
arise, but once the covetous pursuit of profit of men will violate too much the forests, it will also be
hard for the people to live and to exist on this Earth, and more heavily so where the thinning out of
the forests will have the upper hand. This you also can remember to warn the people on time for such
thoughtless undertakings. ’ [GGJ9-63:6]

The Lord here announces His return in advance with minor and major judgments:
"Behold, I have once been here at the beginning of the world to create all things for
your sake and you for Mine. [ the first coming at the Creation] Soon I shall return in great
floods of water to wash the pestilence off the earth. [the second coming with the flood at the
time of Noah - 1656] For the depths of the earth have become an abomination to Me, full
of dirty mud and pestilence, which has grown out of your disobedience. There I shall
come for your sake, so that the whole world may not perish and one lineage remains
the last descendant of which I Myself shall be.
"And I shall come to you a third time manifold (Abraham, Moses and the prophets.
The Ed.), untold times as now - sometimes visible and sometimes invisible in the
word of the Spirit - to prepare My way.
And I shall come a fourth time bodily, in great distress, in the great Time of times.
[2000 year ago]

Soon after that, I shall come for the fifth time in the spirit of love and sanctification.
[The NR in this time!] And I shall come for the sixth time to the inner self of anyone
who will truly long for Me in his heart and shall be a guide to him who full of love and
faith will let himself be drawn by Me to eternal life. [This will be the coming time]At
that time I shall be more remote from the world; but whoever will be accepted shall
live and My Kingdom will be with him forever.
"Finally, I shall come again, as already mentioned. But this last coming will be to all a
permanent return - one way or another. [That is after the Millennial Kingdom of Peace]
[Household of God, Part 1, chap. 46: 20-22]

The emissions would have decreased enormously because some of the factories in China are shut down. Since the Covid-19
outbreak, more than 80,000 people have been infected in China alone. By restricting public life, traffic and therefore
factories,
emissions
are
visibly
decreasing,
according
to
NASA.bron:
https://www.telegraaf.nl/nieuws/1452668093/satellietbeelden-tonen-de-gevolgen-van-coronavirus-in-china

The lab is located about 20 miles from the Hunan Seafood Market, reports from
China say it may have been the origin of the virus. Chinese authorities still say
they do not know the origin of the coronavirus.

The Coronavirus appears to be large in size. (400-500 nanometer diameter)
"And I, the Lord, who spoke this to you through the mouth of John, will subject the
Earth in all places and points with all kinds of judgments and calamities, such as
through great wars, through great duration and famine, through all kinds of
pestilences under people and animals, through major earthquakes and other
terrestrial storms, through major floods and also through fire. But I will keep the

Mines in love, and they will lack nothing. But whoever will try to persecute Me now
and wherever in this second coming [after the wanderings of Jesus on Earth 2000 years ago], I
will destroy it from the Earth. "[Gifts from Heaven, part 3, p. 304]
The sword has already had much to do and has been very household; but if the
people will remain in the imperious flood any longer, then I will send yet another
angel, the hunger angel and the bully at the same time. These teachers will certainly
instill in people quite different legal concepts from those they are now full of. "[ Gifts of
Heaven, Vol. 3, p. 343: 12]

"The soon approaching target before 2030!"
What both these angels of God and what I foretold as the Lord and God about the
future coming of Christ has now matured and will soon take place; because
preparations have already started. People's hearts now look like these times with
their hair-raising phenomena. They are full of lust for power, avarice, envy, gluttony,
swearing and fornication, full of quarrel, strife, slander, full of robbery, war, murder
and plague of all kinds. The dissatisfaction and the lovelessness and utter
mercilessness have taken hold of them, and as a result, there has now also come
such a misery on Earth as this Earth has never experienced, felt and tasted. It is
therefore necessary to put an end to this miserable time soon, or else those who
were hitherto elected would be shipwrecked.
But before I can come back from the moment as the Lord and Creator, the
ground must be thoroughly cleaned of all weeds and this purification has just
happened on all points of the Earth. Whoever is deliberately sick of soul and does
not try to make his soul healthy, will not have much time before he will perish!
The time of the purification will last at least four weeks; for there will be hours when
more will happen than in a century. –
A longer-term is set at four months; for there will be days of which one will mean
more than it used to a century. –
Yet another term is set at four quarters; for there will be more in a week than in
prehistoric times in a century. –
A further term is set at four years and a little more time; fuor months will come when
more will happen than in the prehistoric times in seven centuries! This time is now as
a red sky for that day to come for the salvation of the righteous and for all who are
meek and good-hearted and love their brothers and sisters in My name; but this day
will also come as a thief to all who disrespect Me and who have a hard and proud
heart and regard themselves as better and more honorable than their brethren in and
why. "[Gifts of Heaven, Vol. 3, p. 361: 8-11]
-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
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